Here we address the problem of scene depth recovery within cross-spectral stereo imagery (each image sensed over a differing spectral range). We compare several robust matching techniques which are able to capture local similarities between the structure of cross-spectral images and a range of stereo optimisation techniques for the computation of valid dense depth estimates for this case.

As the performance of standard optical camera systems can be severely affected by environmental conditions the use of combined sensing systems operating in differing parts of the electromagnetic spectrum is increasingly common [5]. As a result, an attractive solution is the combination of both optical and thermal images in many sensing and surveillance scenarios as the complementary nature of both modalities can be exploited and the individual drawbacks largely compensated. Despite the inherent stereo setup of this common two sensor deployment, in practical scenarios it is rarely exploited. Here, we specifically deal with the recovery of dense depth information from thermal (far infrared spectrum) and optical (visible spectrum) image pairs where large differences in the characteristics of image pairs make this task significantly more challenging than the common stereo case (Figure 1A).
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Prior work on cross-spectral stereo is weak and either recovers depth from isolated scene objects (Local Self-Similarity (LSS) features, [9]) or relies on an evaluation based on simulated cross-spectral imagery (Mutual Information (MI), [2, 3, 4]). Related work on the problem of radiometric differences in stereo image pairs [6] uses (amongst others) Zero Mean Normalised Cross Correlation (ZNCC). The poor performance of these prior techniques on an example cross-spectral stereo pair (Figure 1A) is shown in Figure 1B.

By contrast, we show cross-spectral stereo matching can be achieved, by using dense gradient features combined with strong optimisation criteria, to produce a scene depth image usable for further scene analysis and understanding (Figure 2). Our approach facilitates full scene depth recovery comparable in quality to standard optical stereo techniques under identical scene conditions.

This extends prior work which is limited to simulated cross-spectral results [2, 3, 4], or isolated object depth recovery [7, 8, 9]. We illustrate that dense gradient feature approaches outperform methods based on prior work using Mutual Information (MI) [2, 3, 4] and Local Self-Similarity (LSS) features [9]. Furthermore, we show that prior results on radiometric image differences [6] or simulated imagery [2, 3, 4] do not readily transfer to the true cross-spectral case.

The prevalence of dense gradient approaches, notably dense unsigned Histograms of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features [1], is shown over a range of disparity optimisation approaches with improved results under strong optimisation criteria of Graph Cuts (GC) and Semi-Global Matching (SGM). Although the results remain somewhat coarse in comparison to contemporary work in optical stereo [6], this work illustrates both:

- a) the additional challenge of cross-spectral stereo in comparison to other stereo matching cases (e.g. radiometric differences [6]) and
- b) that results suitable for further scene analysis and understanding are achievable via a dense gradient feature approach (Figure 2).
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